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Robust, Privacy- and Utility-Preserving Fingerprinting Schemes for Correlated Data

Scientific Impact: 
• We show the vulnerability of existing fingerprinting 

schemes to various attacks, especially the ones 
exploiting the correlations in the data

• We develop probabilistic fingerprinting algorithms 
that provide robustness against a wide-variety of 
attacks

• For the first time, we provide privacy guarantees in 
a fingerprinting algorithm

• We develop the proposed algorithms for sharing of 
personal correlated data, databases, and graphs

• We show the applications of the proposed 
algorithms for different domains, such as medical 
data, location data, financial data, demographic 
information

Broader Impact and Broader Participation: 

• We provide tools that identify the sources of 
unauthorized data leakages with high 
probability. This will deter malicious service 
providers (SPs) from unauthorized sharing of 
their users' data

• Data owners, knowing they have stronger 
control on how their data will be used and 
shared, will be more willing to share their data 
with the SPs 

• We train graduate, undergraduate, and high 
school students in this project

• We are committed to recruiting women and 
minorities. This commitment will also continue 
throughout this project

• Technologies resulting from this research that 
simultaneously consider data liability, privacy, 
and utility will be instrumental for various data 
sharing platforms

Challenge: 

• Data owners share sensitive information with a wide-range 
of service providers (SPs). While doing so, they hope that 
(i) SPs will comply with the data usage agreements and not 
engage in unauthorized sharing of their data (ii) the 
privacy of their data is preserved, and (iii) the utility of the 
shared data is high 

• Fingerprinting is a well-known technique to detect 
unauthorized distribution of sensitive data

• Existing fingerprinting techniques, mainly the ones for 
multimedia, rely on the high amount of redundancy in the 
data and they do not consider a wide-variety of attacks

• Simultaneously providing robust fingerprinting, privacy 
guarantees, and high data utility has unique challenges

• New research is needed to focus on algorithms which meet 
these challenges in the face of such robustness, data 
privacy, and data utility and yet maintain computational 
efficiency

Solution: 

• We develop probabilistic fingerprinting schemes for 
correlated data that detect (and hence prevent) 
unauthorized sharing of data 

• Developed schemes are robust against collusion and 
correlation attacks against a fingerprinting scheme

• We integrate our efforts on privacy-preserving data 
sharing into the proposed fingerprinting algorithms in 
order to address liability and privacy together 

• For the first time, we propose differentially-private 
fingerprinting schemes 

• We develop algorithms to find the optimal order of data 
processing that simultaneously optimizes fingerprint 
robustness, privacy, and utility

• We develop different algorithms for sharing of different 
types of information: personal data, databases, and 
graph data

• Developed schemes can be used as an add-on to existing 
fingerprinting schemes


